Day 5 (9/13 afternoon)

10km

[A] Venue === Nihondaira Yume Terrace === Kuno-zan Tosho-gu shrine === Venue

13:30  14:00  14:45  15:00  17:00  17:30

*Minimum number of participants: 35pax

Nihondaira Yume Terrace
Get blown away by the incredible 360° panoramic view overlooking Mt. Fuji and iconic spots including Suruga Bay, the deepest and most beautiful bay in Japan, Shimizu Port, Miho-no-Matsubara, Izu peninsula, Southern Alps, and more.

Kuno-zan Tosho-gu Shrine
A shrine dedicated to the leader who unified Japan Near Nihondaira Plateau, Kunozan Toshogu is the primary shrine dedicated to shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu, who grew up not far away, in Sunpu Castle. Tokugawa is considered something of a deity, and is believed to guard against danger and ensure health, longevity and academic success. He is entombed here, and the shrine's museum displays the swords, armor, and belongings of the man who united Japan.